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110 Degrees in the Shadecon? Why Come to Arizona...

Picacho Peak—site of the only battle of the Civil War fought in 
Arizona

The Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona—telescopes 
and lenses-wow!

Silver Mines; Copper Mines; Gold Mines; Cinnabar Mines—you name 
it, we got it!

Four Corners
Sedona and the Red Rock Country—Oak Creek Canyon!
London Bridge in the other corner
John Wayne’s ranch
Lou Grubb Chcvrolet-makes your ordinary dealers look like pikers!
Ghost towns—take in the Jerome graveyard by night!
Arizona is Saguaro country, too...and the Desert Botannical Gardens
The Joshua Tree National Forest
The Bheerist Temple
The Temple of the Skull; the Circus of Dr. Lao

RCSCI7 . Zane Gray’s Cabin
' oun a !?s Cactus. Cacti, Cactora, whatever-we got ’em!
Snow skiing
Water Skiing--don’t believe all those rumors!

Real Live Indians!
P na aunes Rea| Ljve |ndiai1 Reservations

Hiking all over the place—Arizona is hikers’ paradise
Fishing
Pine forests The Code ot the West
Flandru Planetarium
Alternative Energy Research Center at Arizona State University
Cosanti and Arcosanti (Scottsdale and point north)
Talicsen West
Yuma—Home of Blieu Madjik Benson, Arizona
The Mighty Colorado and the Mighty Grand Canyon

Huachuca City
Museum ot Northern Arizona ALL THIS
Meteor Crater
Old Tucson
Tombstone and the Gunfight at the O.K. Corral
The Painted Desert

AND
The Petrified Forest
Oigan Pipe National Forest
The Tonto Forest—not a tree in it!
Mehico! (well, it’s close by. . .)
Kitt Peak Observatory
Lowell Observatory
The Rainbow Natural Bridge

W0RLDC0N, TOO ...



“Why not—why the Hell not?” wo 
all wondered as we looked in awe at 
the typo in the February Karass: Phoe
nix bidding for the WorldCom , .

It was a typo, of course: at the 
time we were only bidding for the 
WesterCon—in July, 1978.

But this started us thinking: the his
tory of the 1978 bid has been some
thing of a whirl in the mind—Hawaii, 
then LA bidding to block...and why 
not us?

Four months later, here we are, 
with what we think is a 
truly solid bid. The Hy
att Regency and the Io 
cal Convention Bureau 
have been more than 
helpful in providing us 
with encoiiragemcnl- 
I'ace it, they said: with 
more than a million and 
a half people in the area now, Phoenix 
is no longer a cow town, and with all 
that lovely convention space in the 
downtown area (both hotels and the 
Convention Center are across streets 
from each other—closer than many big 
hotels are horn top to bottom floors) 
wc can handle a major convention... 
and we can handle a big convention 
with style! because there’s something 
very relaxed about western fandom 
that we can oring to the WorldCom

Parr of that very relaxed approach 
we hope to bring to the WorldCon is 
outlined in this booklet-in the section 
titled “Philosophy” because we think 
that there’s got to be a better way to 
do major conventions than "bigger is 
be tier ” dehumanization.

Of course, this means rnoie work 
for us: we're going into this with eyes 
wide open. But it's our feeling that a 
convention is first and foremost for 
the fan-and that the best thing a con- 
com can do for the convention-goer 
is to keep out of his way and treat him 
'ike a human being and a fan.

THE PHOENIX WORLDCON BID

concom

NOT A HOAX! We've started on a 
shoestring, adapting existing commit
tee structures to do this-and we've 
spent a lol of time hammering out 
what we think is a new and much bet
ter philosophy of WorldCon organiza
tion and purpose.

The Committee consists of a core 
of six experienced fen who have each 
their own staffs and organizations to 
accomplish the workload.

Greg Brown is chairman of the 
committee. He has chaired the Lepre- 

Con commit
tee for the past 
two years.
Curt Stubbs is 

co-chairman of 
the bidding 
committee. He 
co - chaired 
the I cprcCon 

committee this past year. Curt 
will be handling programming. . .

Jim Corrick has been well-known in 
southern fandom for years; here in Ar
izona, he's best known for organizing 
Tuscons 1 -3 . ..

Carol Hoag, too, has worked on the 
TusCon committee for 
the past several years. Carol will be 
handling memberships.. .

Tim Kyger, also known as "the fan- 
nish used car salesman” because of his 
rabid boosterism, is heading the publi
city and pr aspects of the bid; Now 
you know who to blame...

Bill Patterson, yr humble servant, 
will be coordinating publications.

We think we’ve gof a good crew— 
but there’s someone else we’d very 
much like to have on our bidding com
mittee—and on the con committee, if 
we win the bid: the Con- 
going fan-you! The World 
Con is your con!



hyatt 
regency

The Hyatt Regency is lhe 
newest member of the Phoenix fami
ly of fine hotels, and the Phoenix 
WorldCon Bidding Committee would 
like to bring the Hyatt Regency’s dis
tinctive qualities of elegance, com
fort, and style, to the WorldCon trad
ition.

The building, located in the 
heart ol downtown Phoenix, is 26 
stories of gracious accommodations 
fit for any fan. For those who like to 
play random fandom, the Hyatt has 
three glass enclosed elevators. . .for 
those into the wide-open spaces and 
paper airplanes, the Hyatt has an 8- 
story atrium—a lot of room to barrel- 
roll. Each guest room has individual 
air-conditioning controls, color TV, 
direct-dial phones with message-alert 
AM-FM radio, personal alarm clock and, ol course, carpeting. Some of
the Hyatt’s rooms have full-glass walls and balconies, facing the city and the
mountains beyond—quite a bonus, particularly at night. All of the guest rooms 
have window-walls framing the city, the mountains, ar Lhe desert view. I he lanai 
garden rooms are relaxing fun for families who enjoy their privacy and, for those 
whose tastes run to the __________________
more extravagant pleas
ures, there are even 
double-decker suites

Name of Room Ballrourri Balkuum
A.B.C&D sa.

Meetna 
3/4 '

Meetinn 8/9 J

Dimensions 
(LxWxH in feet) 120x-00x16 60x50x11 72x41x10 58x42x1C

(53 of 'em!) with a Square feet 12.000 3000 2952 2436
downstairs formal par- Floor Number Ground Ground 2 2

lor, balconies, and com- Floor Cover Carpet Carpet Carpet Career
plete facilities for enter
taining (hint, hint!).

And, if World-

Portable Walls Yes Yes Yog Ybs

Capacity 
Auditorium 1500 336 333 348

Cori isn’t enough to 
keep you busy,

Classroom 1000 326 328 270

U-Sbape 750 200 180 125

there’s always
•■■■ the in-hotel en-

Reception 3916 979 984 312
Banquet 1250 294 295 214



tertainment: the third floor has a swimming pool and a sauna singing siren songs. 
Dress up (or down; we’re very casual in Phoenix) for evenings in I logo’s Lounge 
(appropriate, wc think), or blow your minds with an evening trip up the glass el
evators to the Compass Lounge. The view is always spectacular, but especially 
unforgettable at night-lights stretch for miles to the mountains and beyond, 
with desert-clear skies and NO SMOG!

The Hyatt's coffee shop is located on the second-floor lounge area at the 
base of the atrium (the main lobby is on the mezzanine second-floor), and it will 
be open 24-hours during the convention. The Terrace Club also has a wet-bar 
which closes at 1 AM (however, to make up for that, the drinking age in Phoenix 
is only 19...it all evens out). Besides Hugo’s, the Hyatt's gourmet restaurant, 
there is the Sundancer, the hotel’s show-lounge. And, on each floor with rooms 
there are coke and ice machines which will be stocked as needed during the con
vention.

There are the usual conveniences as well: the Hyatt has all the necessary 
barber-shops, boutiques, beauty shops, and newsstands to provide all the services 
convention-goers need. But the Hyatt also offers such services as laundry, dry
cleaning, and ticketron offices, as well as a United Airlines oil ice and Herz 
counter in the first-floor lobby.

The Hyatt accepts Diners Club, Bank AmeriCard, American Express 
Carte Blanche, and MasterCharge credit cards, and will cash checks with any 
positive identification.

While the room rates have not yet been set, the Phoenix bid is blessed 
by the fact that the hotel business is depressed during the Labor Day period, 
so the room rates will be substantially lower than most other cities.

Parking will be no problem: there are multi-story carparks on either 
side of the building, and the Adams has inside parking. T lie Convention Cen
ter, too, has a large underground p^arking lot connected to the lot of the Valley 
Center a block away. The Hyatt is only two blocks away from both bus sta
tions, and the freeway is an easy 10 minutes (24 blocks) away. The Hyatt 
olleis limo service to and from Sky Harbor Airport.

The local area has a number 
of restaurants in varying qualities 
from The Golden Eagle atop the 
Valley Bank Building to the local 
Jack-ln-the -Boxes and El Tacos-. 
Phoenix does nor. roll up the side
walks at six, cither: hungry fen 
need not fear Phoenix after dark!

The convention facilities of 
the Hyatt are something special, 
too! The Regency has 16 meeting 
rooms and a very grand ballroom 
for continuous use. Each meeting 
room is outfitted with special light
ing, the latest audio-visual equip
ment, and all the necessaries to 
make flexibility possible—and con
venient: the rooms are designed to 
be out of the line-of-traffic. Neat!



adaws
CENTER

CONVENTION

Monroe

Adams

Name ul Rciom •□'and BaL'ocm Apudie Hnpi Navato

Dimensions 
IIaWxH bn (cell 87x’14x15 3«x5Cx11 36x63x1* 1Qcll
Square Fret 12.739 '(ICO 2263 4820

Floor Number i 2 2 2
FkKjr Cover Carpel Cerpsl Carper Csrpe:
Portable Waite Ye$ Yes Yes ves

Capacity 
Auditorium U00 275 200 6CO

Clasrroom son 1’5 140 3S0

U-Shapc NA NA NA NA

Reception ^600 300 3CO 000

Sanquel 140 143 450

The Adams Hotel is a brand-new ultra
modern southwestern version of an historic 
hotel which lias been at ihatitite since the 
birth of the city. In keeping with the Ultra
modern part, all rooms have private air-condi
tioning control, color tv, direct-dial phones 
and ph one-message alerts, AM-FM radio, heat 
lamps, alarm docxs and pile carpeting. Many 
of the rooms have wet bar, full-glass walls arid 
balcony. Special convention room rates have —
not yer been set, but convention room rates | [ 
tor singles were only $ 1 8.00 this year. I he 1 J>. ALL convention facilities are in close proximity to
floor hotel has ivc and Coke machines on ev- each OTHER- ACROSS I HE SI REST, IN FACT!
cry fluor which will be restocked as needed throughout the convention. The hotel’s physical plant has’.fuur elevators and 
easy access to the rooms.

Trie Adams has a 24-hour coffee shop, die Citrus Grove, a lunch-ard-dinner restaurant, The Sand Painter, and the 
Old Bar, a lovely lourge serving until 1 AM. In addition, one of the hotels' coffee shops will be open continually, permit
ting the kind of freedom you associate with the wide-open-spaces of the Southwest.

’I he Adams has several specially shops which make it more than just a hotel, as well as indoor parking, an outdoor 
pool (funny how that works, isn't it?), a putting green, shuffleboard court, sundeck, steam baths, sauna and gym. Room 
service is available around the 
cluck, and the hotel accepts the 
American Express, BankAmeri- 
Card, and MasicrChargc credit 
cards, and will cash checks with 
any of these cards as guarantee.

The Adams' meeting fac
ilities are spacious and 
-the grand ballroom divides into 
Territorial and State Ballrooms, 

the other three large rooms subdivide also, into two and four rooms. All meeting rooms 
have telephone, multiple electrical and miuriphonc outlets, and controls for b.ual, sound 
air conditioning, and 220 3-phase electricity. There are two banquet kitchens and a com-| 
pletc separate convention registration desk. The meeting facilities are separated from the’ 
hotel lobby arid out of the way. and the ballrooms have CCTV cable, compressed air,It 
waler and waste d isposal fixtures. 4

Perhaps a word about the Arizona liquor laws is in order the legal drinking age in 
the state is 19. Bars open at 6 AM and dose at 1 AM, Monday through Saturday, and 
Sunday hours are Noon to I AM. Bheer, wine, and spirits are sold at package storesand 
convenience stores during the legal hours, and there arc a number of such stores within 
a lew miles of the convention hotels.

The Adams, like the Hyatt, is only two blocks from bus stations and 24 from 
the freeway, with the same limo service from the airline terminal four miles away. 

‘Ihe Adams is across a limited-access street from the Hyatt, which is across the 
street from the convention center (see map above left), creating a unified conven
tion groundplan for NO CROWDING WORLDCONS!

convention center
audience for large-scale events.

The large mall that is part of the Cen
ter and which forms a concourse from the 
Exhibition Mali to the Symphony Hall and 
I lyate Hotels, is perfect Tor strolling or open- 
air events, filled with sculptures and one of 
the most beautiful fountains anywhere. This 
enncourse would be great for a floating 
room party-or skirmy-d ipping (the temper
ature this time of year is just right!).

The Phoenix Convention Center, 
Rushed :n I972r is right across the street 
from rhe Phoenix I lyaLt-Regency and Adams 
Hotok (see map above). We think that our 
facilities arc very convention-oriented, and 
they should go a tong way to making World 
Con 1978 Very Special for the attendees.

The Convention Center has 150,000 
sq. fl. of useable exhibition space which can 
easily be set up and subdivided. Inside the 
center every 15 feet arc power and utility 
ports, and the entire center floor is truck 
(oven seini-tractor-Lrailvr) accessible. The 
center has 20 smaller meeting rooms in ad
dition to the Main Inhibition Hall, which is 
not included In that 120,000 sq. ft.

The Phoenix Symphony I Id 11 is also 
part of the Convention Center Complex, The 
hall has seating for 2,500 and can be linked 
hy closed-circuit tv lo the two convention 
hotels, thus enabling a laigc but comfortable

The Exhibition hall can be used for 
many convention activities, such as the art 
show arid huxter rooms. The spaciousness 
anti plentiful hangings and security arrange
ments were designed into the build- — 
ings—so no cramping: everybody 
can spread out a bit and remember 
why people came out west in the first 
—something you just can 'tdoin a one-hotel 
cramp.



Il’s very easy to make generali
zations like “The WorldCon is your 
con,” and “the convention is for the 
fans,” but it’s very hard to implement 
those intentions.

In order to make the 1978 
WorldCon a convention for the fan, 
the Phoenix in '78 Bidding Committee 
has come up with a statement of prin
ciples, a statement of aims:

Despite the fact that attend
ance. is becoming very large, we be
lieve that a convention should be re

philosophy
laxed and personal, with emphasis on 
small-scale events and personal interac
tion, rather than on speedy mass-hand- 
ling of fans.

To this end, we will try in our 
handling of the 1978 WorldCon to 
find new ways of structuring a large 
convention, ways more promotive of 
fandom.

The Committee is organized in 
five subcommittees dealing with differ
ent areas of concern:

Programming will include such 
areas of planning as masquerade, panel 
planning, banquet coordination, sym
posia, theatrical presentations, huxter- 
ing, and art show. It is the philosophy 
of the Committee that ‘‘micropro
gramming"—specifically small-scale e- 
vents where interpersonal interaction 
is possible—ought to dominate the 
programming without neglecting the 
large-scale events such as awards pre
sentation and masquerade.

Membership will take charge 
of registration and all attendant func
tions relating to the interlace between B committee and fandom at

large. LISPS permitting, we 

alm at a 7-week delay between our re
ceiving your communication and your 
receiving the proper response. This 
may turn out to be unrealistic, but it 
looks feasible now.

Liaison has as its primary con
cern hotel liaison and the actual 
physical plant of the convention, but 
it may also be called on to provide 
liaison with groups such as SFWA. In 
a sense, the liaison subcommittee is 
WorldCon's ready-and-able ambassador 
corps.

Publications is 
primarily concerned 
with the progress 
reports and program 
book, layout and 
publishing, but it is 
our aim to make it 
both self-supporting

and elegant.
Accessibility as a matter of pol 

icy, the 1978 Phoenix WorldCon com
mittee wants to be very accessible to 
fandom at large—not merely because 
we need support, but because, if this is 
to truly be the fans’ convention, we’d 
like all the suggestions we can get from 
convention-going fandom. All will be 
very seriously considered, even if we 
can't directly use them all. Please help 
us make the WorldCon more intimate
ly your con.

Full-Disclosure; because of cer
tain problems with past conventions, 
it's going to be our policy to have full 
financial disclosure: a financial state
ment will be included in every progress 
report, as will open discussion of any 
area of the convention-planning which 
comes into question at any time.

This booklet is the product of Bill Pat
terson’s Norlamin House Enterprises 
and Tim □. Kyger’s Fat Mama Boogie 
Typos. Cover art by Elizabeth T. Dan
forth. Photography by D Carol Roberts



The steering committee is the most important single function of the 
Committee structure. Its function is similar to 'mission planning’ in NASA par
lance: the steering committee breaks down each area-function into targets for 
accomplishment and oversees the accomplishment of each mini-goal. In this way, 
it prevents break-downs in communication and failure to accomplish vital tasks. 
This particular structure also has the function of assuring that no single person is 
called on to handle too much for his ability to commit time and effort to the 
Committee.

The steering committee draws its membership from all the. areas of the 
ccncom. Greg Brown functions as chairman of the steering committee. Responsi
bility for each job belongs to the committee as a whole, though, and not to any 
single individual.

PHOENIX WORLDCONCOM GO
HMMMMMMMMMMMMM. . .

The steering committee 
members are also department 
heads, tach has his own staff re
sponsible to him; on the steering 
committee, he shares responsibil
ity for the entire functioning of 
the committee.

Greg Brown is handling 
liaison; jim Corrick is handling 
site-selection and awards; Curt 
Stubbs is responsible for pro
gramming; Carol Hoag is hand
ling memberships; Tim Kyger is
in charge of publicity; and Bill Patterson is in charge of publications.

This committee structure provides a neat and elegant way of achieving 
the kind of smooth efficiency the con-goer has a right to expect of the commit
tee without stepping on toes.

We think we can do it: we’ve got the expertise, we’ve got the enthusiasm, 
and we’ve got the right approach.

Vote for Phoenix—WorldCon in 1978!

The Phoenix WorldCon Bid’s address is P.O. Box 
1749, Phoenix Arizona, 85001 at this time. Please note 
that we’re sharing this box with the LepreConCoin. If 
Phoenix gets the bid, we’ll change to a larger box, and as 
a result, the address will change also. For now, though, 
the address is:

PHOENIX IN ’78 WORLDCON BID
P.O. Box 1749

Phoenix, Arizona 85001

Please feel free to write us; we’re interested in any and 
all ideas you may have concerning the WorldCon.



BID COMPARISON CHART
— Los Angeles

Hotel Age
Not finished 

Location/Accessibility
Near Harbor Freeway; 30 minutes+ from airport

Rooms
1500

Room rates
not set

Function Room space
ballroom seating for 3000

Number of elevators
12 [automatic)

Mi sc. Aspects
Pool, shopping p'.azz, bus to Chinatown

Restaurants
4 in hotel; easy access to others

City Life-Style
Bring a gas mask

ConCom Members
Craig Miller, Bruce PeIz, Ler. Moffat, June Moffat, 
Mike Glyer Milt Stevens

Length of Time of Bid 2 years

f । Phoenix1
Hotel Age

Hyatt 6 months; Adams 1 year
Location/Accessibility

Near Freeway; near bus stations; shuttle service from 
airport -10 min.

Rooms
2000 blocked

Room rates
not set

Function Room space
225,000 sq. ft. of available function space

Number of elevators
9 (automatic)

Misc. Aspects
Pools, saunas, handball, Tennis, coke machines

Restaurants ,
8 restaurants and lounges

City Life-Style
Bring lots of Solarcane

ConCom Members
Greg Brown, Curt Stubbs, Carol Hoag, J im Corrick, 

Bill Patterson. Tim Kyger B.D. Arthurs

Length of Time of Bid 4 months

-- -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------



WHAT IS THERE TO DO IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA?

Japanese Flower Gardens Wonderful Russ
Big Surf Dr. Munchies Scottsdale's Fifth Avenue
Pueblo Grande Mill Avenue and the MAMA

rwu & Country G.

Erotica Motel
, o w. . KBBC LaCasaVieja -
. KDIL studioMetrocenter

r-, Civic Center-Dog Racing 
THE RAZZ REVIEW

The Phoenix Zoo

The Phoenix Art Museum

The Mormon Temple

The Rodeo of Rodeos
Arizona Biltmore
Veterans Coliseum

The Firebird Festival of the Arts
Botannical Gardens Park 'n Swap

Auto Racing Cosanti Taliesen West

Garcia's Valley National Bank Building
Legend City Arizona State University Rockhounds paradise

NEW TIMES editorial offices The Museum of Phoenix

AND WORLDCON , TOO, IN 1978!

The desert is great in ’78!

This chance at the 1978 WorldCon bid means a lot to us—but 
neither our time nor resources are unlimited; The Phoenix in 
‘78 WorldCon Bidding Committee would like to urge you to 
pass this booklet around. Help us with all the exposure you can 
give and vote for Phoenix, in 1978.

9



WORLDCOM SITE SELECTION VOTING PROCEDURES

The Wor ld Science Fiction Convention’s future sire is selected two years 
in advance by the members of the present WorldCnn -MidAmeriCon. The ballots 
for the site-selection voting arc distributed this year along with MidAmeriCon’s 
fifth Progress Report. To vote, one must join the '78 convention by paying the 
membership fee (This year, the memberships are S5 for both Phoenix and Los 
Angeles) for rhe ‘78 convention. One marks the ballot in the appropriate place 
and then mails it along with a check for the membership to the MIDAMFRICON 
COMMIT I LL. We'd like to suggest you vote for Phoenix. . .

Presupporting Memberships -- Through May, 1976
Special Thanks to the fallowing people lor their support -

Patty Peters Cy Chauvin
Joan Winston Diane Drutowski
Greg Brown Ben W. Miller
Carol Hoag Tamar Lindsay
Curt Stubbs Jerry Tishman
Jim Corrick Margaret Drake
Rick Gellman Jerry Kaufman
Louie Spooner Bill Fesselmeyer
I im Kyger Roy Krupp
B.D. Arthurs David Gress Wright
Bill Patterson John Vanible, Jr.
Jim Jackson Tom Joll
Jimmie Walker Midnight Book Company
Paul Coltr in Hal Clement
D. Carol Roberts Louise Sachter
Dan Wynne George H. Wells
Irene Krawec Steve Dolan
Ben Zuhl Joe Siclari
Triad King Elizabeth Pearse
Steve Roenker Joel Lessinger
Stu Kisilinsky Michael W. Harper
FLAHSH (Patrick Pohlman) J elf May
Frank Richards Ren Lessinger
Marc S. Glasser Margie Lessinger
Michael Walsh Dan Rowman
Bruce Burdick Don Nelson
Liz Gross Rick Bartucci
David Kogelman Norbert Couch
Paul W. Meyer 
Denton/Thor 
Geneva Steinberg 
Frank Bertrand

1O

Leigh Couch
Phil Taterczynski 
Madman Reilly 
Cat Ocel
Scott Imes 
David Emerson 
Beresford Smith

Marge Parmenter 
Terry Williams 
Sherry Fesselmeyer 
Joe I laldeman 
Tom Rose 
Mark Giselson 
Deb Stopa 
Jim Dana 
To m Reamy 
Crispin Rurnham 
Gorden Garb 
Randy Rohrbough 
Gordon R. Dickson 
andrew j. offitt 
Jodie Offutt 
Larry Propp 
Pat Wantland 
Trini Ruiz 
Renee Sieber 
Barbara Jones 
Dave Romm 
Mark Aronson 
Lynne Aronson 
Chip Bestler 
Rich Robbins 
Midge Reitan 
Tom Barber 
Sandy Reist 
Nikki Ballard 
Anne Sherlock 
Wayne Jones 
Leah Zeldes 
George Laskowski 
Jud Cole 
Dennis Jarog 
Irwin Koch
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